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>> Chair Greg Musil:  Call the July 2014 meeting of the Johnson County Community College Board of Trustees to order, and we'll start with the Pledge of Allegiance.
I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, and to the republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
>> Chair Greg Musil:  Thank you.  I am chairing tonight in place of Chairman Cook, who is doing his duties as the Overland Park Convention & Visitors Bureau chair visiting Overland Park's sister city, Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany, with a delegation from Overland Park.  I think I heard the other day that it is celebrating its 250th year as a chartered city and its 800th year as a city village marketplace.  So when we talk about long-term planning later in the strategic planning, we have nothing on our friends in Bietigheim-Bissingen.
The next thing I want to start with, I'm going to end with this, too, August 5th is the primary election.  I would urge everybody in this room and everybody watching to vote on August 5th.  Advanced voting will start 14 days in advance of that.  But it's important to vote.  It's not only a privilege and a right, I think it's everybody's duty.  So hopefully we'll see large turnout, larger turnout than predicted, on August 5th.
Roll call and recognition of visitors.
>> Ms. Terri Schlicht:  This evening's visitors include Dick Carter, Mark Ferguson, and Carrie Norbury (phonetic).
>> Chair Greg Musil:  Next thing on the agenda is the Open Forum.  The Open Forum section of the board agenda is a time for members of the community to provide comments to the board.  There will be one Open Forum period during each regularly scheduled board meeting.  Comments are limited to five minutes unless a significant number of people plan to speak, in which case the chair has the discretion to limit comments to less than five minutes.  In order to be recognized, individuals must register at the door at each board meeting prior to the Open Forum agenda item.  When addressing the board, registered speakers should be respectful, civil, and should not address matters related to individual personnel matters with the college.  There are no registered speakers for the Open Forum for tonight's agenda, so we'll move on to awards and recognitions.
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich:  That's correct.
>> Chair Greg Musil:  -- for tonight's meeting.  So we'll move on to the College Lobbyist Report.  Mr. Carter.
>> Mr. Dick Carter:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  This has been a very slow month.  It typically gets a little slow in the summer.  However, with the closure of the state's fiscal year, that is really kind of the news.  This is an election year and I'll speak briefly about that in a minute.  But the news coming out of the state is that the state ended the fiscal year $338 million less than what was projected.  You shouldn't get too alarmed at least for this year.  There's still $350 million in the bank account.  That number varies depending on who you talk to.  But that will give us a little bit of cushion throughout the start of the new fiscal year.  The concern starts happening in fiscal year 2016 where it's projected that if things continue on
the track that we're on, and that means no future reduced amounts in revenue collection, that we will end the fiscal year in 2016 with approximately $30 million in the bank. That's a fraction of 1% of an ending balance, and the state statute requires that the state maintain a 7% ending balance. Now, keep in mind that that is always amendable by the state legislature. But the practice has been to return to a 7% ending balance. That brings about discussions, then, at the state level of what do we do in the coming year. It's anticipated or at least there is some conversation that has begun that state agencies should think about a 5% reduction in their budget. I think that that number is extremely conservative, and given some of the financial woes that we could be facing, that number could increase much more. There's no -- there's no real number on it, but some people are even saying as much as 10% at the state agency level. So that's just something to keep in mind as you have budget discussions and as we plan for what is coming in the next year.

There is a couple of laws that have been -- had some confusion, as is the case anytime new laws are passed or there are clarifications or amendments to statutes, there are frequently questions or loopholes that weren't anticipated, and there are a couple of those out there. Just for your information, there is already talk on social media of potential changes or amendments needed for some of the gun laws as it's -- particularly as it relates to signage. I mention that, and don't really have any of the details, just so that you're aware that this issue is really not going away. But anytime you open a statute, again, you never know what happens when you open up a statute.

The other interesting thing about that particular issue is, as defined in the law across the gun concealed carry issue, it speaks to what is adequate security. The Legislative Coordinating Council did not act on any policies related to concealed carry in the state capitol, which means that even though there is a x-ray machine, a magnetometer like you would walk through at an airport, and wands, you are still permitted now to carry into the capitol if you hold a concealed carry license. You are not allowed to open carry in the capitol, but I just mention that out of interest because the law particularly states that if you provide adequate security, armed guards and such, that you can prohibit the carry of weapons in a building. And so that is the current practice in the state capitol. Having said that, the Legislative Coordinating Council meets on the 24th of this month, which I believe is a week from today. They could address that issue further. I don't believe that's what they'll do, and I'll mention what their plans are, at least the known plans are at this point for that meeting.

The other bill or law that is -- has become law as of July 1 is the Property Tax Transparency Bill. And there are some legislators that think that when they passed that, that it meant the law would cap property taxes at the local level. It simply means that any board choosing to increase their budget or keep an increased valuation amount when approving a budget must take a vote and publish that vote in the publication of record. So I anticipate, and we thought this even when the bill passed, that there will probably be future legislation dealing with that particular issue that seeks a more TABOR-like environment, which would in fact in some form cap or prohibit a local governing body from raising revenue on their own without some type of legislative approval. So we'll be watching for that in the coming legislative session.

And then, finally, I mentioned the Legislative Coordinating Council is meeting on the 24th of this month. They have not set their summer calendar yet. That is what they will be doing on July 24th. There is a very brief list of committee study issues over the course of the summer. That list hasn't been made public yet, but there are no surprises I'm told in that the information or the issues and topics that the interim committees will be addressing are pretty standard in
nature, just simple joint committee action. There are no special committees requested, no investigative committees that we're aware of at this point. So that's essentially what's going on as people look towards the August 5th deadline for the primary, and I'll certainly have a lot to report about in the August meeting about sort of the outcomes of the statewide primaries. There were 15 races that will be decided in the primary. They have no general. And so that, along with some of the other issues that come out of the August 5th primaries, I'll give you an update in August.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Trustee questions for Mr. Carter? I would just -- I'm very sensitive to acronyms because I think a lot of people watching don't know what they mean. But TABOR like is the Taxpayer Bill of Rights which would be an effort in the legislature to prohibit local municipal or other local governments like ours from raising our own revenues at a rate that we believe they should be raised and setting those in Topeka, setting a limit in Topeka.

>> Mr. Dick Carter: That and/or initiate a referendum, combined, correct.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Thank you. Mr. President?

The next item on the agenda is committee reports. The first committee is the Management Committee, which I chaired, and we met on July 2nd at 8:00. Minutes and supporting documentation are on Pages 1-26 of the board packet. The first item that requires action are three separate agreements regarding the BNSF Railway and our National Academy of Railroad Sciences program. Last month we adopted a master agreement with BNSF anticipating that within that master agreement there would be specific work -- statement of work agreements that would establish certain individual understandings between the college and BNSF. There are two of those in your agenda packet today. Statement of work #2 pertains to the provision of credit classes to BNSF employees, and statement of work #3 pertains to defining joint works between National Association of Railroad Sciences, our academy, and BNSF to determine who can use certain joint curriculum and other programs and information as created. The final agreement is an agreement with Carl Sandburg College in Illinois to allow them to use our materials and curriculum and programming as a licensee in exchange for payments to Johnson County Community College.

We have three recommendations on those. I've been authorized by general counsel that we can consider all those three together if you'd like. Does anybody have a problem with considering them at once? Then I will move all three of them at once. It is the recommendation of the Management Committee that the Board of Trustees accept the recommendation of College Administration to approve statement of work #2 under the master training services agreement pertaining to JCCC's National Academy of Railroad Sciences provision of credit courses to BNSF employees and general JCCC college students. It is also the recommendation to adopt statement of work #3 under the master training services agreement to identify and joint works between the parties and authorizing the college to sublicense joint works to third party colleges as part of the NARS certified training program and setting forth services provided by each party as part of the new certified training program. And, finally, it's the recommendation to approve the NARS certified training program agreement with Carl Sandburg College to certify the Carl Sandburg railroad training program as a NARS-certified program, and I will make those motions.

>> Second.

>> Chair Greg Musil: It's been moved and seconded. Is there any discussion? Is there any discussion? If not, all in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)
The second recommendation of the Management Committee deals with the Working Agenda, which is found on Page 3 of the packet. Dr. Barbara Larson presented that packet. I think a couple of things that were added are a report on our cultural activity on the college from a business perspective and also a report on our grants program, which as we see later in the agenda. I think last year there were nearly $2 million worth of grants received by the college in fiscal year 2014, and so we would get some reports to the Management Committee and on to the board with respect to how our grants are handled. One thing was deleted from the report, but it was -- it's folded into one of the existing -- one of the new categories, so we haven't removed anything from the agenda. We moved the IT from a monthly report to a quarterly report. And other than that, there aren't any changes I don't think. Are there any questions about the working agendas presented? If not, I'll move to adopt the recommendation of the Management Committee for the 2014-2015 Management Committee Working Agenda.

We have a couple of routine matters that we do in our first meeting after the fiscal year. Organization of the resolution and agreement with UMB Bank. Don Perkins presented annual approvals for our banking relationship to designate UMB as the official depository bank for college funds and to revise the organization resolution and agreement designating authorized signers. You have the signers in your packet on Page 4 and 5. It is the recommendation of the Management Committee that the Board of Trustees accept the recommendation of College Administration to approve UMB as our designated bank and the organization resolution and agreements for fiscal year 2015 as shown in the actual documents on Page 15-17 of the board packet, and I'll make that motion.

The next item is a Corporate Certificate of Authority for U.S. Bank to approve a contract between our financial aid office and the Affiliated Computer Services to provide billing services and recordkeeping related to the federal Perkins loan program. And related -- in conjunction with the processing of the payments, it is necessary for the college to maintain a depository account with U.S. Bank. It functions as a clearing account with the balance being transferred monthly to the college's depository account at UMB Bank. It is the recommendation of the Management Committee that the board adopt the recommendation of College Administration to extend the current banking service agreement and designate U.S. Bank as the official depository bank for federal Perkins loan program for our fiscal year 2015 and adopt the corporate certificate of authority shown on Pages 18-21 of the board packet, and I will make that motion. Is there a second?
Next item is, again, Mr. Perkins recommended transfer year end of funds for the 2014 general fund budget to the Johnson County Adult Education bridges classes in the amount of $41,668. The adult education program consists of not for credit course offerings. So the related expenditures must be recorded in the Adult Supplementary Education Fund, but state statute allows us to transfer money from the general fund to the supplemental fund to support that program, and that's the purpose of this motion. It is the recommendation of the Management Committee that the Board of Trustees accept the recommendation of college administration to authorize the transfer of $41,668 from the General Fund to the Adult Supplementary Education Fund as permitted under K.S.A. 71-614, and I will make that motion.

>> Second.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Is there any discussion? If not, all in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

>> Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Motion carries. This is almost beginning to be fun. (Laughter.)

The next item is the consideration of publication of the budget for purposes of our public hearing in our August meeting, found on Page 6 and 7 of your packet. The Notice of Public Hearing is on Page 22, states that the board will hold its public hearing on our fiscal year 2015 budget on August 14th at our next regular meeting. After the public hearing in August, the budget must filed with the county and the state. In addition, as Mr. Carter referenced, in 2014, the legislature passed House Bill 2047 amending the statute regarding budget publication requirements. House Bill 2047 includes a notice of vote publication for those jurisdictions who increase their property taxes beyond a computed limit, which is last year's number adjusted by the consumer price index. If you have a tax levy greater than $1,000, you have to publish in the county newspaper notice of the governing body's vote to adopt the budget if the budget that is adopted increases property taxes beyond last year's tax levy as adjusted by the CPI. And based on the assessed valuation increases in Johnson County, our proposed budget as presented for publication would be subject to the notice of vote provisions contained in House Bill 2047.

I think before I offer the motion, Don, do you want to run through one more time the schedule of what has happened since our last meeting when we adopted the guidelines that led to what you have produced to publish and what will happen between now and our next meeting.

>> Mr. Don Perkins: Sure. After this meeting, I'll have the signed summary page that I can give to Julie Haas. It will be published in the paper next week. It needs to be there for ten days before we have a hearing. And that hearing will happen at the same time -- we're scheduled to do it at the same time as the August board meeting. I believe it's August 14th. And after the hearing, then the board will have an opportunity to approve that budget. After that occurs and before the 25th of the month, I will file it with the county and the state, and we will be finished with that part of the process.

>> Chair Greg Musil: The budget summary on Page 22 of the board packet basically includes all of the assumptions and principles that we had adopted as a board last month at our meeting?

>> Mr. Don Perkins: It does. There are two primary things that this document and this whole legal budget does. Number one is it sets the mill levy, or at least it sets the parameters for the mill levy. The other thing is it sets some legal restrictions for spending. And you're right, this is all consistent with the discussions and with the information that we talked about over the past few months and that we approved and you approved, consistent with the budget, you approved in May.
Chair Greg Musil: And last month, I think everybody will recall the discussion centered around the increased assessed valuation based on the county appraiser's estimates, which he provides to you, and a discussion and decision to include .1 rollback of the mill levy, and those are all included in the summary report?

Mr. Don Perkins: They are.

Chair Greg Musil: And, Dr. Larson, do you have some comments you want to make before we talk about a motion?

Dr. Barbara Larson: Sure. The additional assessed valuation from the 5.5% to the 6.1% isn't included in that was -- adds $377,000 in new revenues. Additional motor vehicle tax increase adds $398,000, so essentially cancels out I'll say the effect of the .1 mill rollback, which was roughly $800,000.

Now, the new information, to follow up to Mr. Carter's report, is now planning for a potential, probable, likely 5% cut, which for us is 1. -- almost $1.1 million out of our 21.5 million that we receive in state aid. And of course if we get to the point of doubling that, obviously you can now talk in the $2 million range. So certainly at this point we are -- we are planning for a mid-year cut of the 5% to be prudent.

Chair Greg Musil: And is it -- when you say mid-year, you mean mid-year fiscal year 2015?

Dr. Barbara Larson: Correct.

Chair Greg Musil: The alternative is that the legislature next year, in its legislative session for fiscal year 2016 budget, could include cuts if it has enough money to get to there. I'm looking at Mr. Carter, who's nodding reluctantly because I'm not being precise enough. Are there any questions, anybody, about the budget summary that would be published and then would be the subject of the public hearing on August 14th, after which time we could adopt it in that form or with amendments? Mr. President?

Dr. Joe Sopcich: Trustee Musil, is August 14th the last possible date for any changes? I mean after August 14th, can other changes be made?

Mr. Don Perkins: We can always amend the budget.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: That's not a desirable path to take, is it?

Mr. Don Perkins: It's doable. But it would be -- I don't -- I'm not sure about the time frame, but we would want to certainly do that before the actual taxes were set, before they have to send out the bills.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: And if I can say one other thing.

Chair Greg Musil: Yes.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: Thank you. If I can call Mr. Carter. When will we have a better idea -- they're talking 5%. But that could be on the low side if things continue in the direction that they're continuing. So it could be perhaps 10% would be like 2.2 million. But when are the budget projections going to make it clear that we're at a -- at a, you know, a bad spot or it's not going to be as bad as we think?

Mr. Dick Carter: Those conversations begin in earnest this fall. We won't know until the governor's budget recommendations, which come out typically around State of the State Address, which is the second week or so in January. That's when we'll have a sense as to what the recommendations from the administration are (inaudible). And there's kind of two conversations going here. There's one that's mid-year and then there's one that's the effect of the budget. The governor reserves the right at any point when budget numbers get to a certain percentage to make allotments, which are typically across the board, and that could result in a
mid-year cut, the percentage of which we probably don't know. But I certainly think that for fiscal year 2016, which is the coming budget year, the state will be discussing -- will start at 5% reduction and move from there.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: So the bottom line is, is the cutting back. I basically is negated by the increase of the property valuation, it's more or less a break-even deal. But we -- but as things progress with the state, then it could be a little bit more problematic for us if we've got to make up 2.2 million at the worst -- right now worst-case scenario.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Questions from the board? Trustee Sharp?

>> Trustee Stephanie Sharp: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to get this straight in my head that we increased taxes, we voted as a board to increase taxes to help out with our budget, increased property tax with our property mill tax levy, and then the state comes in and caps that so we can't get as much as we thought we could. Is that --

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: They haven't done that, correct? They have not done that yet.

>> Trustee Stephanie Sharp: Well, but we have to --

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: It could happen.

>> Trustee Stephanie Sharp: We have to do certain thing -- jump through certain hoops to get to that amount. And then we could be looking at 5 to 10% based on whatever happens in the next legislative year, at least 5% probably, and there's an election on August 5th, is that right? I just want to make sure that I'm kind of getting everything straight in my head. We're not able to respond to the needs of our students because of what's happening in Topeka.

>> Chair Greg Musil: I think -- I'll try to summarize. If the legislature passed a budget that includes 21.5 million-ish for Johnson County Community College for fiscal year 2015, July 1, '14, to June 30th, 2015, the revenue stream has not come in as anticipated. In fact, it was $338 million short in fiscal year 2014 for the state. If it continues to be below projections, which is what the legislature thought was going to fund us and other community colleges and K-12 and everybody else, the governor reserves the right -- I love it's called allotments. It acts like you're getting more money. He has the right, the statutory power to make cuts during the year, and then next year when the legislature comes in to figure out our fiscal year 2016 budget, if the revenues are still bad, they will likely cut back the support for Johnson County Community College and other state programs in some percentage so that the revenues match what they're spending.

So we do have two tracks. One is they could cut us during this fiscal year, which is what you're hearing maybe from the Board of Regents. The other is that if revenues are bad, they can always cut us or increase us or hold us harmless, as they did last year in the budget process of the legislature, and I appreciate Dr. Larson and Dr. Sopcich bringing up the fact that if those are cut, we need to think about -- we need to think about when they might happen and how we might need to respond to, you know, to prepare our college so that we can continue to provide our services.

I suspect we'll know more by August 14th. We'll know a little bit more. We'll have another -- we have another month's worth of revenues to look at.

>> Mr. Dick Carter: You also have September and October, which are traditionally bump months for late filers. That could give you a picture.

>> Chair Greg Musil: We will have to pass the budget next month in order to get it published timely. So we'll have a little bit more information, but budget issues will continue to take a lot of our time and effort, so.

If there aren't any more questions from the board or cabinet --
>> Trustee Lee Cross: Just one question, Mr. Chair.
>> Chair Greg Musil: Trustee Cross.
>> Trustee Lee Cross: Being held harmless, that's two years in row we were held harmless, correct?
>> Chair Greg Musil: I believe that's right.
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: We've been very fortunate when it comes to the state. I mean we're extremely appreciative of the state when they gave us a two-year budget projection, so we were able to -- and there were cuts in year two of that, 1.5%, which they did not execute. So they have held us harmless. If you look at our state revenues, they've actually been slanting upward, they've been very positive. Now, that's been great for us and for community colleges. But the challenge is, is that kind of puts us first in line should things go in the other direction because we really haven't paid a price at this point, at least from our perspective.
>> Trustee Lee Cross: Thank you, Mr. President. I also -- I just have friends and clients who are the first to tell me that when an expenditure remains flat for a year or a couple years or time, that that's a loss financially. So if we're being held harmless, quote, held harmless, I'm just trying to understand that term. It sounds like we were the benefactors somehow of something that occurred, but I understand that it could have been worse. I just wonder, two years in a row now that the expenditure from the state has remained the same. That's what called held harmless means? I just want to clarify that.
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: The way it works is that basically you get funded from the state in so many different ways. But the fact is, over the years, institutions with declining enrollments have been held harmless; in other words, they have not seen a decline in their allotment, major block -- the block grant. That was not in our -- that did not work for us during those years when we had, you know, significant growth enrollment. Now things are a little bit different, so it's a little different ball game.
>> Trustee Lee Cross: So in a way we're fortunate because of our declining enrollment that the expenditure has stayed the same.
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: One way of looking at it.
>> Trustee Lee Cross: Thank you.
>> Chair Greg Musil: I'm going to try the motion and we can have more discussion if there is a need for some. It is the recommendation of the Management Committee that the Board of Trustees accept the recommendation of the College Administration to authorize publication of the notice of public hearing for the 2014-2015 budget and budget summary subject to adjustment as actual expenditure figures are available. Furthermore, it is the recommendation of the Management Committee that the board accept the recommendation of College Administration to authorize publication of the "Notice of Vote," should it be required under the provisions of House Bill 2047, and I'll make that motion. Is there a second?
>> Second.
>> Chair Greg Musil: Is there any further discussion or questions? If not, all in favor say -- Trustee Stewart.
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: Just a question. It is -- I think Don said this. The one-tenth reduction is what's going to be published as our intent to vote on that?
>> Mr. Don Perkins: That's right.
>> Chair Greg Musil: Any further discussion or questions?
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: Just a comment. I think we need to wait and see what the state's going to do, and I know that's the point of our reserves is to meet unintended
expend -- reduction in revenues, and we have enough reserves to weather the storm for a while, at least to see what happens until next year, and then we'll have to look I think at a combination. You're going to have to look at potential mill levy increase, potential tuition increase, and potential reductions or expenditure reductions, a combination. I don't think we need to look at this as we're going to raise the mill levy to cover whatever the governor does, is my personal opinion, so. But I think we don't need to panic right now. I think -- I appreciate Barb Larson and Joe being proactive and bringing this to our attention and to look at this, but, you know, one year doesn't make the difference for us. We also -- I don't know in your projections if you use 6% as the assessed value increase. You didn't use it in future years, so I think we're going to see those kind of increases for a couple more years, so I think we've got some additional revenues coming in. Our biggest threat is the cap on -- if they cap us at the amount of assessed valuation or the amount of dollars we can bring in through the mill levy. That's probably our biggest risk, so.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Thank you, Trustee Stewart. I agree with you. And I assume you will also let us know when it is time to panic.

(Laughter.)

All those in favor of the motion say aye.

(Ayes.)

>> Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Motion carried unanimously.

The next two recommendations of the Management Committee have to do with bid items. Two recommendations, one to replace vehicles and one to renovate rest rooms in the OCB building. Those are in your packets. The first one on the vehicles is at Page 10 and 11. Recommendation of the Management Committee that the board accept the recommendation of College Administration to approve low bids of 73,323 from Midway Ford Truck Center, $21,582 from Olathe Ford, $35,127 from Shawnee Mission Ford, for a total expenditure of $130,032 for vehicles, and I will make that motion. Is there a second?

>> Second.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Is there any discussion? I just say the Management Committee packet where the detail was there, we're replacing a couple of 2004s and 2008s. So these are vehicles that have used up their life and we're getting trade-in value for most of them, so. All in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

>> Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Motion carried unanimously.

Next, the recommendation of the Management Committee that the Board of Trustees accept the recommendation of College Administration to approve the low bid of $99,930 from MC Power Companies, Inc., plus an additional $9,993 to allow for contingencies for possible unforeseen costs, for a total expenditure not to exceed $109,923 for OCB restroom renovations, and I will make that motion. Is there a second?

>> Second.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Any questions or discussion? If not, all in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

>> Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Motion carried unanimously.

That is the final action item. I did want to alert the board if you -- in last Saturday's Johnson County section of "The Star," there was a letter from one of the bidders on the LED light fixture bid that is in your packet. The bid suggested that this company was the low bidder and was disappointed that it did not receive the recommendation of the college and did not receive
the bid. I have received information from Dr. Larson and from Mr. Borchers about that, and I think it's sufficient to say that on all the characteristics that we looked for in the bid process, including price, quality, longevity of the lights and overall cost savings over a ten-year basis, the bidder that won the bid was in fact the low bid, and the person that was disappointed in the bid wasn't satisfied that we had -- didn't like ten-year window of cost savings, and that's what we've used on other bids. So I thought it was important that we respond publicly that we very much cherish low bids when they meet all our specifications and they truly are the lowest cost alternative with the highest quality over time. So if anybody has any more questions about that, Mitch is here and Dr. Larson is here, but I just thought it was important that we talk about that at our public meeting.

>> Trustee Jon Stewart: Thank you. I saw that and I'm glad you addressed that. I've got a lot of confidence in Mitch Borchers and the process that he goes through. We've been through this a number of times with other bidders, and the research always comes back that there were other circumstances that make the other bidder the best bidder, and so I think we're very, very careful with that process to get the best value for the college, so thank you.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Thank you, Trustee Stewart. The Management Committee received reports from staff. Patrick Rossol-Allison reported on the strategic plans I think he's done to all the committees. We had an insurance program update from Tom Clayton, sole source report from Mitch Borchers. Denise Moore provided monthly update on Information Services. And Rex Hays provided a monthly update on capital infrastructure projects. Those reports from Ms. Moore and Mr. Hays are found at Pages 23-26. That concludes the report of the Management Committee. Are there any questions about the Management Committee? Thank you.

Next on the agenda is Learning Quality. Trustee Cross.

>> Trustee Lee Cross: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Vice Chair. The Learning Quality Committee met at 8:00 a.m. on Monday, July 7th, 2014. Mr. Anderson assures us it was the fastest meeting in the history of Learning Quality Committee. 11 minutes. Is that right?

>> Dr. Andy Anderson: I think we were pushing 11.

>> Trustee Lee Cross: Bill Brown, the Dean of Technology, shared information regarding BNSF's statement of works 2 and 3. The first agreement was discussed at the June 2nd, 2014 meeting, Learning Quality Meeting. The SOW 2 defines the relationship between JCCC and NARS and BNSF regarding credit class usage of BNSF proprietary materials, as well as their continued assistance to provide JCCC with their expertise, and industry training is apparently very different from what KBOR curriculum requires for credit in classes, and Bill shared that Terry has skillfully accomplished those tasks.

Carl Sandburg College in Galesburg, Illinois, has a large maintenance and repair facility, locomotive, mechanical and electrical courses are offered that we do not offer at our NARS facility. Their site will be certified and allow broadening of what NARS does and expanded to be a National Railroad Science Program. Patrick Rossol-Allison also gave a report on the strategic planning implementation, and then Mr. Anderson, Andy, and the committee thanked Karen Znidarsic for her diligent work on the committee because Karen will be retiring at the end of July. So that concludes my report, Mr. Vice Chair.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Thank you. Any questions for Trustee Cross? Anything on human resources -- or Learning Quality I mean? Mr. President? I didn't ask you on management.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: Thank you.
Chair Greg Musil: Human resources. Trustee Sharp.

Trustee Stephanie Sharp: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We had a very short meeting as well. We talked a little bit about Dr. Allison's strategic plan update that you all have here, and it's coming along quite well. Looking forward to the implementation stage. And because it's the first meeting of the year, we have one recommendation. It is the recommendation of the Human Resources Committee that the Board of Trustees approve the Human Resources Committee Working Agenda for 2014-2015 as is shown subsequently in the board packet, and I make that motion.

Second.

Chair Greg Musil: It's been moved and seconded to adopt the Working Agenda for the Human Resources Committee. Are there any -- is there any discussion? If not, all in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Passes unanimously. Thank you. Any other questions on learning -- or on human resources? If not, we're ready for the President's Recommendations for Action, and unfortunately the first one on that is the Treasurer's Report, which I will handle. Your packet includes a Treasurer's Report on Pages 31 to 41. Treasurer Lindstrom, Trustee Lindstrom is out of town on business today, so I'm covering for him. There are a few highlights on the bottom of Page 40. There are the cash balances that we look at monthly. At May 31 we had a book balance of 67.5 million with 17.7 million in outstanding encumbrances, leaving us with an unencumbered balance of $49.8 million.

We received ad valorem property tax distributions of 31 million -- 31.3 million in June. That will be included in next month's report. The college made payment on three series of revenue bonds, 2006, 2011, 2012. I'm trying to remember where I put those. I asked staff -- those are revenue bonds that paid for the Student Center -- or are paying for the Student Center, the Child Care Center, and our three parking garages. So we continue to pay those off through revenues generated. All the expenditures in the Primary Operating Funds are within approved budgetary limits. So it is the recommendation of the College Administration that the Board of Trustees approve the Treasurer's Report for the month ended May 31, 2014, subject to audit, and I would so move.

Second.

Chair Greg Musil: Are there any questions or discussion about the Treasurer's Report? Anything from the president? All in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Motion carried unanimously.

Strategic plan, Dr. Sopcich.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: Thank you, Trustee Musil. On Page 42, you see the recommendation for the college's strategic plan. Also in front of you, you have a color copy of the plan at this point. I'd like to ask Patrick to come up to the podium real quickly. We're on record pace here, so we want to keep it going. We're not going to ask -- I'm not going to ask you to take us through the plan, but I am going to ask you a couple questions. Can you tell us exactly how this ties in to the HLC AQUIP requirements.

Chair Greg Musil: Which are what?

Dr. Joe Sopcich: What are the acronyms?

Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: You said to keep it short, so I'll try. So HLC is obviously the accreditor for Johnson County Community College, and we are required to be accredited with
the Higher Learning Commission because otherwise our students are not federal financial aid eligible. So what we have done is we have made sure that the Strategic Planning Process is compatible, is completely compatible with the process that the Higher Learning Commission has -- is mandating. So they're integrated plans, and that's a great thing because, you know, that way you don't have to tell everybody, oh, here's one plan and here's another plan and another plan and another plan and yeah.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: And then, Patrick, what are the plans for the key performance indicators? How are they going to be a part of the strategic plan?

>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: So the key performance indicators measure student success, broadly speaking, and there's a financial metric in there, and they are pretty much measuring how the strategic plan and how everything we do actually here at the college, so also operations, how that benefits our students. And if we execute the strategic plan well, then we should see a movement in those key performance indicators.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: And how does this process that we've just undertaken differentiate itself from past processes we've done?

>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: So we followed -- we obviously looked at a lot of other strategic planning processes before and during the strategic planning process, and we wanted a strategic planning process that allows us to plan from the outside-in, as opposed to, you know, the inside-out, or build it and they will come. So we really made sure that our community members were involved in the process, that our students were involved in the process, and then obviously we also looked at the internal works of the organization with the help of our faculty and staff members.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: And I remember at the Foundation presentation they were kind of scoffing at the length of time it takes us to do this, or the length of time it takes higher ed to pull something like this off, and your response was a good one, and can you kind of repeat that one for us?

>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Absolutely. So I think as a public institution, we have the duty to really go through a thorough and public planning process. We can't just sit in a board room and say, okay, here it is and let's publish it because we are here to obviously serve the community and to serve our students. So they have to be included in the planning process; that's very important.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: Thanks, Patrick. Oh, and one last question. How many people were involved in this?

>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: I haven't counted them all, but quite a number, yeah.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: We had really good participation not only from members within our community, but also outside of the campus itself, too. Okay. Thank you.

>> Trustee Lee Cross: Mr. Vice Chair?

>> Chair Greg Musil: Yes, Trustee.

>> Trustee Lee Cross: How many? Ballpark? How many people, ballpark?

>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: So everybody -- so community members, students, faculty and staff members, we are probably looking at over a thousand I would say.

>> Trustee Lee Cross: A thousand people had input into this process?

>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Yep, over a thousand, roughly.

(Laughter.)

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: Roughly?

>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Yes.
Dr. Joe Sopcich: Is that an appropriate response from an IR person to say roughly when it comes to a number?

Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Actually, if you really want to know --

Dr. Joe Sopcich: That's okay.

(Laughter.)

Trustee Jon Stewart: Like a primary election turnout.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: That's great. Thank you. I just want to point out a couple things in the plan. You've all seen this, as Patrick has presented to every subcommittee. If you go to Page 9, you can see the planning process, and in the planned implementation accountability part of the process, laid out in an easily -- it's easy-to-follow steps here. And I want to point out on Number 6 the word monitoring, and number 7 outcomes report. For a strategic plan, it's so easy to put these things on the shelf, never to look at them again. But in this case we've been very careful to make sure that we'll be monitoring it and also measuring outcomes as well.

If you go to Page 17, you'll see the analysis. What's fascinating about this is that our weaknesses are there, one, to serve as inspiration for us to know that we have plenty of work to do, but also to demonstrate transparency. So we've laid all this stuff out. And one of the things about this process is that it's been very transparent with regard to the information collected and how we've presented it. And, lastly, if you go to Page 20 and 21, the whole plan is on one page. And if you go across the top, you see the four goals, and each one of those goals, there's some key words. The first goal -- and most important one, of course -- is student success. The second one is being able to respond to stakeholders' needs. Goal three is about communication. And goal four is about efficiency. And so underneath these key goals, the tasks are broken out and they're identified and responsibility is allocated not just to members of cabinet, and you can see Judy and Barbara's name under those four goals, but also liaisons, each one of those tasks, as well as a project lead. So there's responsibility and accountability across the entire organization. We'd really like to commend all the people who have been involved in this. I know Patrick is kind of the face of the strategic plan and has done a great job getting this in line, along with the people in his area. But, also, this reflects a lot of work and time by so many people throughout the college who all should be commended for doing that, because they've also got jobs to do, and this is a part of that effort.

So, again, we're very proud of this. We think it's unique in a sense that it's specific, it's easy to track, and it's got specific allocation measurement -- or accountability measurements on this. So we hope you feel the same way.

Chair Greg Musil: Questions for Patrick or Dr. Sopcich? I know we've all seen this multiple times as it went through the process, and had input into it. Trustee Stewart?

Trustee Jon Stewart: Yeah, just curious, on Page 23, Patrick, that key performance indicator, that really doesn't mean much to me. There's no comparison. Is a 5.5 instructional effectiveness good? Is that on a scale of 10? Those are my -- if you give us the numbers by themselves, it's kind of hard for us to interpret what you're telling us.

Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Yeah, I would say that is true. We have an annual presentation that we will also have this year where we will update you exactly on the trends and yeah.

Trustee Jon Stewart: Will we have comparisons to other institutions as well?

Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Yes.

Trustee Jon Stewart: Okay. So --
>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: This is an abbreviation.
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: This is a snapshot.
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: This is a teaser?
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: We'll call it that.
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: I'm not quite sure how this was going to be used. But if you publish this, I don't think that we would get much value -- people wouldn't understand. In fact, some people may say you're not doing very well.
>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Well, I think we are very open with our key performance indicators. They are published on the college's website, and they have also been published I think in committee meetings or --
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: Yes.
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: I guess my point is I wouldn't include this -- no, I would not include this here without that other data because that means nothing. It means a lot to you, but to me it's -- 39%, is that --
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: And if you call --
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: -- An F?
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: Yeah, well, depends where you go.
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: It may be great, but I don't know that. I mean, I do a little bit, but --
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: But in most publications you've noticed the trend. We've done the graphs, we've done the bar. In the League application, in the little cards you have that Dr. Cook had requested, you've got the entire graphs and the comparisons to those. So we want to keep that up.
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: My point is, I don't know what you -- is this just for the board presentation?
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: This is a document --
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: If you're giving this to anybody else, I would like to see that table either removed or added with the -- (Inaudible). Other than that, it's great. You did a great job and --
>> Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Thank you.
>> Trustee Jon Stewart: You're good with the numbers, so.
>> Chair Greg Musil: Other trustees, comments or questions? I agree. I think to publish this, I would just take the column out. Say we have these indicators and then there will be other places on the website. I assume this will be on the website where we will publish the trends and kind of the index that we use to see if where we started because we look -- I think what's impressive is what you pointed out, Dr. Sopcich, is we looked at indicators -- we didn't pick indicators where we were already at the 99th percentile. We picked indicators that are really indicators and realized we were not meeting our best efforts on some of those, and that's an uncomfortable thing to go through to look inward and say, and I think it was uncomfortable to people on campus to look inwardly and go you know what, we're not as good at this as we maybe thought we were and maybe we're a little complacent and we're going to do better at it. So these are -- these will be good when we look back at the original index and we see what the trends are.
So, Dr. Korb.
>> Dr. Judy Korb: Can I just ask you question? Would a meaningful comparison be the average of our peer institutions or something like that, that would just say this is kind of where everyone else is and then this is where we fall? Would that be meaningful?
Trustee Jon Stewart: Yeah, a comparison to our peers and then our trend over time. And my comments, you know, criticism was hopefully constructive criticism. It wasn't -- I don't have a problem with this, and I commend Dr. Sopcich for actually putting performance measurements out there. We've not done that, and to put them public, so. But let's put them in a format that people can, you know, hey, you're doing better than your peers or your trend is up or down, and then we'll really have something to measure what we're doing with the strategic plan.

Chair Greg Musil: And I think the strategic plan is sufficient just to say we are going to measure these things. That's our strategic plan, and then as we implement it, we're going to say we started here, we went to here on all the various measures. And what I recall is when we met the first time you talked about these indicators over in the culinary center on a Saturday morning retreat, you had a bunch of different places you looked for different indices for how we were going to measure ours. So it's not easy -- it's not like investment where you take Standard & Poors 500, but -- so I think I'd leave it -- I think I would just leave it out and say our strategic plan is we're going to very carefully watch these things. Trustee Stewart?

Trustee Jon Stewart: And we are collecting all this information from the other colleges, and I don't know if it's appropriate, are we then going to be able to use those or -- I guess if we make them public to every -- all the other colleges, then we can use those numbers?

Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Yeah, when colleges share their information with us, they sign -- or we sign a contract with them that we will not release their exact name, so we will have something like a --

Trustee Jon Stewart: You show an average of the --

Dr. Patrick Rossol-Allison: Yeah.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: And Patrick has done a great job with that, like all the other publications I've just seen. So I think it will be easy to -- can you perhaps get a different photo of me without my fist clenched?

(Laughter.)

Dr. Joe Sopcich: It's a little menacing.

(Laughter.)

Pounding my fist.

Trustee Jon Stewart: Maybe a different tie, Julie.

Chair Greg Musil: Dr. Drummond?

Trustee Robert Drummond: As I said, the committee did an outstanding job. When you get a thousand people involved in a process, that is significant, and I think that that's really important to make it what we want it to be, and on the charting that we're talking about, notice on the front page we're going from 2014 to 2017. So if we could develop a chart that would go year by year to compare ourselves and peer institutions, I think that would help us to do some trend analysis and to be able to test ourselves against our peers. Most importantly to me is testing ourselves against ourselves. So if we can put all that in there as that's available after the first year, then I think that's important for us to be able to do and communicate to our public that we're doing this and then hold our own feet to the fire, that we just continue to improve. So just an outstanding job, everybody involved. So thank you for your processes.

Chair Greg Musil: I said at the Management Committee, Dr. Korb, Dr. Larson, and others who are taking on the ultimate responsibility for goals one through four -- I guess it's the two of you are ultimately responsible for those -- that is a lot of work, coordinating, leading, managing, that's on top of what you already do. Some of that you're already doing. It's not
like we didn't have a strategic plan or we didn't have leadership or we didn't have a goal. But we appreciate everybody that's listed on here, particularly most strategic plans would not list individuals I don't think and say you're going to get this done. It would be left blank and sometime in the future we'd figure it out, and if it never happened we could all have plausible deniability. So we have not allowed you any plausible deniability.

Dr. Judy Korb: We understand.

(Laughter.)

Chair Greg Musil: Any other questions before Dr. Sopcich reads the recommendation?

Dr. Joe Sopcich: Before I read the recommendation, also, Julie, it's a great publication, it looks fantastic. It's absolutely to the point and it's very easy to follow, and so thank you and your team for doing that.

So the recommendation is, it is the recommendation of the College Administration that the Board of Trustees approve the Strategic Plan for Johnson County Community College for 2014 to 2017.

Chair Greg Musil: Is there a motion?

So moved.

Second.

Chair Greg Musil: It's been moved and seconded to approve the Strategic Plan as presented for 2014 through 2017. Is there any discussion? All in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

Chair Greg Musil: Opposed nay. Motion carried unanimously. We're ready for the monthly president's report.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: All right. We're going to do a Lightning Round here and then I'll wrap it up with a brief little report. As always, you have the monthly report to the board. In this case, it's 17 pages of wonderfully single-spaced accomplishments and activities that's going on here on campus. But today, the Lightning Rounders today are going to be Denise, Rex, and Dennis. So, Denise, why don't you go first.

Ms. Denise Moore: I wanted to talk a little bit about fiber, just a little. Back in 2010, as you know, the college implemented the $3 per credit fee technology fund, Technology Infrastructure Fund, which is to support the major infrastructure networking, telecommunication infrastructure improvements, to meet growing demand, faster, bigger, more bandwidth and support next generation technologies.

Well, good news is, is we've made great advances in that area. However, the demand just continues to grow. So everybody wants faster, more, and they want it available all the time. With all the wireless technologies and cloud computing and all the things that are coming, it just continues. But we have an opportunity that was presented to us to collaborate with the county and the City of Olathe and Lenexa on some fiber projects. And the first one that I want to tell you about is in conjunction, sorry about that, with the Gateway Project, if you're familiar with that. You've driven around all the orange cones, it's the street improvements between Renner and Ridgview. And as a part of that, they're laying more fiber on College Boulevard. And that presents an opportunity for the counties and cities, and we've been asked to participate as well to extend the fiber from College Boulevard down to on Ridgeway -- or Ridgeview down to 118th Street, which is where the county communications center is located.

So that particular project is somewhat time sensitive because they're working on the -- on it now, and it's $75,000 and it will be shared among the county, three departments of the county,
along with the cities of Lenexa, Olathe, and Johnson County. Our portion will be 15K. So that will be paid from the $3 technology fund.
The second project is actually replacing some fiber along College Boulevard for $23,000. Those two projects together are going to provide a lot of benefits for the college into the future now and into the future and position us better for that growing demand and technologies that are coming that we probably haven't even thought of yet. But first and foremost, I think probably the biggest thing it's going to do for us is it's going to give the college access to the county and city fiber that's throughout Johnson County, and with that, we're going to be able to reduce our costs. We're going to be able to improve performance, increase our capacity, and then safeguard some of our critical assets.
The other thing that having these two projects together will get us to the County Communications Center, and the county has reserved space there for us to put a rack for disaster recovery purposes and back-up purposes. And then, also, it gives us access to some of the other KANRAN institutions in Johnson County so that we can share costs similar to how we've done with the KU Edwards Campus. And then eventually, which will really be a cost savings for us, is we'll get fiber, then we'll be able to use the fiber to get us to the Olathe Health and Education Center.
So just wanted to tell you about that. It is an investment that we're going to make, but it's a collaborative project with the county that I think will save us money and position us well for the future.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: That's terrific. Thanks, Denise. Rex, we'll go from underground to aboveground.

Mr. Rex Hays: You talk about lightning, if any of you noticed the north side of the Commons building, you'd think that lightning struck that building because of all the missing brick and mortar and expansion joints. But, no, no lightning strike. Just it's part of our annual masonry repair project. This project involves three buildings: Common, GEB, and CSB building. And these buildings are 42 years old, so the repairs are necessary due to environmental elements and just aging of the exterior brick. And some of the repairs include replacement of brick, tuck pointing, expansion joint replacement, widening of expansion joint, clip angle repairs, and just caulking of some of the metal where the walls and the roof meet. So currently it's going to take about, well, this project is going to take about six months to complete. We've been into it about three weeks, so, you know, another five months or so. But, you know, it's a very challenging project because there's a lot of noise, there's a lot of grinding, there's a lot of vibration, there's a lot of lifts going up and down. So it's really -- it's a juggling act when you're doing this type of project and trying to maintain an excellent working environment. So I really want to take this opportunity to thank the campus community, because they've been very gracious. I mean I think they understand the importance of a project like this, and very few complaints, so.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: That's because they don't know we have five more months of it.

(Merritten.)

Mr. Rex Hays: Well, I prepare and thank them in advance, so hopefully that will make a difference. But, again, it's just part of our annual masonry repair, and this project is about $723,000, so, and it's necessary and I'm excited about it. Maybe I'm a strange guy, I get excited about bricks and mortar and that type of thing, but I'm excited because it's really helping us maintain our excellent standard for having great facilities. You know, it's --
Mr. Rex Hays: No. This is -- as soon as we get this done, I'm preparing this year for next year's repairs.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: Tuck pointing.

Mr. Rex Hays: So it's never-ending. A lot of people ask me, they say what's the number one facility challenge? Well, it's keeping water out of the buildings. Doesn't matter whether it's buildings, if it's parking garages, asphalt and concrete, that's one of the biggest challenges. So I'm excited because this project will allow us to maintain our buildings.

Then a few other projects we're doing this year, we're doing a couple of roof replacements. We're doing asphalt concrete repairs. We're repairing parking garages. And we'll be starting on OCB rest room renovations. So we're busy, but we're excited and, you know, happy that we have an opportunity to maintain our facilities and, again, maintain our excellent reputation.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: Great. Thanks, Rex.

Chair Greg Musil: I know that we're excited about the trustee work day on the roof replacement. Third Saturday in August, everybody mark your calendars. Thank you, Rex.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: Dennis. Before you get started, can you just give us -- this is going to come out of left field -- can you just give us a little -- those are always the best ones -- overview on summer enrollment, how we came out.

Dr. Dennis Day: Summer enrollment came out very well. We at the very last minute caught up with ourselves for credit hours, which actually translates into we had more students taking more of a load. A few less students as far as head count, but more credit hours. So we came out .8 above what we did last summer. So it was very good news.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: And what about -- without naming names, what about some of our peer institutions in the region?

Dr. Dennis Day: Well, just their initials only. MCC was close to double digits down and KCC is double digits down, but we won't name those specifically. Very heavy losses for summer and for last spring as well, which is, again, a national trend right now. So by mitigating some things that we did for summer, I think we've helped ourselves some. Now, for fall, it's going to be -- it's a different story. It's a different population and we continue to work on fall.

Dr. Joe Sopcich: Thank you.

Dr. Dennis Day: Rex, I get excited when you say Common restoration. I thought you were talking about you're going to have open restoration, so I was going to sign up for that. Let me talk a little bit about a young man that's coming this fall. He's a returning student. He's been gone for three years. He spent several tours in Afghanistan. He has some issues that he needs to work on as he comes back, and it's good that Johnson County Community College has partnered with Veterans Administration to have a counselor on campus. Veterans Administration pays for that counselor and they do not only returning veterans, but also vocational rehab for veterans and also works on veterans benefits as well.

It's also good that Johnson County Community College provides the grant for returning veterans when they first come back, returning. What we do is we provide up to $1,000 for tuition and books to get them through that bridge, because if you've ever worked with the federal government, getting their benefits started and getting those checks rolling the very first time back is a little difficult and it could be until October/November before they see any money coming in. So we do that.

It's also good that we have a group of veterans that support veterans on campus, and they've been extremely helpful with them. Veterans Administration pays for work study students to
help out veterans as they transition back. We've got a population of a little over 500 veterans that are getting benefits at this institution. In the community, in the six-county community, there's a little over 15,000 returning veterans. In western Kansas it's going to go down. In eastern Kansas it's going to go up in the next 10, 15 years. It is good that we've got a veterans office and it's -- I think it's excellent that we've decided to go with a Veterans Center. The difference is, is that coordinated services for all the veterans that we've got coming in. We provide from the college resources for the veterans, and then we work in partnership with the Veterans Administration, the Department of Defense, and a couple other grants to get other services in. Certainly I think it could be expanded, and I'll do the pitch right now. It can be expanded.

We would love to be a regional center, and Dr. Sopcich and Dick Carter have gone to Washington, D.C. to talk about that kind of thing because there's not real -- there's not one in the Kansas City region area right now. And if you think about it, we're not a great regional armed forces area, but that's where they're going to be coming back to is to the urban areas. So all I can say is that we are a veteran-friendly college, we have been for a long time, and we'll continue to do that and it's good that this young man gets the services here because I think he'll be very successful. Questions?

>> Chair Greg Musil: Any questions? Thank you.
>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: Thank you, Dennis. That's great. I'd sent a veteran over to the area and was blown away by the response and the care and concern, as was the individuals. It's very exciting, so thank you.

I've been gone for about five or six days. I got back on campus this morning and one of the first things I had the pleasure of doing was heading over to the -- to the Nerman and we had a panel there of Japanese business people headed by a former Japanese ambassador, Ken Shimanouchi. This group was put together by the prime minister of Japan to tour the United States, talk about the economic relationship between our country and Japan. They'll be here for three days in Kansas City and it's a huge compliment to our college the fact that they've come here and they've held their panel discussion today. It was fascinating. We felt very honored. And so I just wanted to share that with you that this campus continues to be a place for people coming together to talk about important issues of the day.

Last week I had the pleasure of attending a seminar for first-time presidents at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. This program had been in place for 25 years. It brings together every year 50 presidents, 50 first-time presidents, and they're for major public universities, small public universities, small privates, medical schools. There were even heads of seminaries and rabbinical studies universities there.

We had four community colleges: Our own; River Valley, New Hampshire; the Colorado Mountain College, which is basically a two-year system; and Dabney South Lancaster in Virginia. Presidents came from -- represented schools that are in Greece, Iraq, United Arab Emirates, and Canada, and it was also attended by various presidents, sitting presidents from Harvard, the University of Maryland at Baltimore County, Bentley University, Davidson, Southern New Hampshire, Ramapo, Bridgewater State, Hostos Community College in the Bronx, Guilford, a former president of Tufts. Most of these people when you read through their vitaes, their accomplishments, it seems like they've all been on "60 Minutes" at one time or another. These are real leaders in higher education.

We talked about how to deal with trustees, the day-to-day operations and life of a president, how to build a leadership team, finance, strategic planning, institutional advancement, all those
types of things. It was an honor for me to be able to attend, and I'd like to thank the college for enabling me to do that.

At the end of the day, we share two commonalities across higher ed, and the first one is, and this is basically what I've heard from, for example, the president of Harvard and what have you, change. Institutions that either don't want to or can't do it aren't going to be around or they're really going to be struggling. And even when you hear stories from places like Harvard with their I believe near $40 billion endowment and talk about how they approach their finances, it's really remarkable what they've put themselves through. So change was a huge factor that was talked about.

Many of the same subjects that we've always talked about, you know, the revenues, the expense side, accountability, technology. Everyone is dealing with those same types of issues today and everyone is struggling with it, and it's how they approach things through a strategic planning process and where they take that, it really makes one institution succeed and the other one not so much.

But the ultimate deal that we all share is we're all about students, and everybody is about student success. Some of those schools are doing -- are executing programs that are really phenomenal, especially those in the urban areas. And I think that's something that we always hang our hat on is what we strive to do to achieve student success. And I will say that after sitting for that period of time and listening to all these presidents, sitting presidents and first-year presidents talk about their governing boards and talk about the teams that they're working with and the situations in their institutions, I have to say that I never felt better about being from this place. We are so fortunate in so many ways, and they're all talking about these challenges and I'm sitting there thinking, man, we're really -- we're pretty lucky in a lot of different -- in so many different ways.

So I think that hopefully we can all share that, because I wouldn't want to be anywhere else and I wouldn't want to be working with anybody else and I also -- and I certainly wouldn't want to have a different kind of governing board than what we have. So I want to thank you all for that. And if you'd like to ask any questions, please feel free to do that. You're welcome to.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Questions for Dr. Sopcich? Any request for additional blowing smoke at the board?
(Laughter.)

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: When is Mr. Cook -- is Mr. Cook going to be back for the next meeting?

>> Chair Greg Musil: Mr. Cook will be back for the next meeting. I thank you for taking the time to go to that. I mean, I know you wanted to do it, it was part of what the board discussed as professional development. I suspect that everybody there learned something from you and that you learned something from them. And that's why those are so valuable and why Harvard is known for bringing people like that together to collaborate on change and challenges.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: It was fascinating. The professors, they're really the top scholars in higher ed, and their presentations, their lectures were unlike most -- like any you've experienced in the sense of all the different types of media they incorporate, the content, the substance, but also the delivery. I mean, these professors were literally -- it seems like they were jumping up and down, they were bending, I mean they were just, physically they were so involved in what they were talking about. You can see why some of the best and brightest minds in higher ed are at Harvard. So it was fascinating. Not unlike when Deb Williams makes a presentation to her class.

>> Chair Greg Musil: We can see that later maybe.
Okay. Next item on the agenda is old business. I'm not aware of any old business. I'm not aware of any new business. Reports from Board Liaisons. First one is Johnson County Educational Research Triangle where I am the liaison. Our next meeting is August 4th at 7:30 a.m. at the KU Cancer Center in Fairway. The only report I have is that sales tax revenues continue to be slightly above last year on a month-to-month basis, which is good. Foundation. Trustee Sharp?

>> Trustee Stephanie Sharp: There is really no Foundation report because we did not have a meeting on Tuesday. But they did want me to remind folks about October 18th, Beyond Bounds - Electric!, and the theme for this year is blue. So pull out your favorite blue ties and blue dresses and, again, October 18th, Beyond Bounds - Electric! It's a fundraising event for the Nerman Museum.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Questions about either the Foundation or J-CERT, since I avoided questions?

Report from Faculty Association, Dr. Williams.

>> Dr. Deborah Williams: Thank you for your compliment, President Sopcich, and while you were making that comment, I was actually jotting down some notes regarding Dr. Day's report. One of the things I thought about as you referenced change and the need to be responsive is I thought some of the data he presented might be reflective of our doing that very thing. Last semester when it was identified that we had some challenges with enrollment, the data that Dr. Day presented were up in terms of student credit hours that they're actually taking maybe were -- we haven't moved, you know, much on the number of students, but perhaps one of the reasons why they're taking more credit hours is that they have credit hours available to them that is more accessible, whether online or different times of the day. I was part of that enrollment committee task force, and some of the things that we looked at, by the way, based on in part student input, was accessibility and different -- varying the times that these courses were offered. So I think that data may reflect our hitting the ground running when we identify a need, and that is something great about this institution, so kudos to all those who were involved in that, and I'm very happy to hear that the numbers are trending in the positive direction for our students.

I jotted down something else, and this is sort of a -- maybe more of a rhetorical question, not entirely rhetorical, but this has to do with the information that was presented regarding the budget, and I promise the rest of my report will be light and airy and brief. But, you know, with the challenges that we potentially anticipate with reduced cuts, I'm going to just throw this out there for as a rhetorical question perhaps, unless someone wants to address it tonight, whether it's prudent for us to reduce the mill levy by one-tenth, knowing that perhaps we have up to 10% decreases coming our way from the State. So, you know, I know we have to publish the budget in August, we have time between that. But it's just something I felt compelled to put out there, and so it is.

So --

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: You would have disappointed us if you hadn't done that.

>> Dr. Deborah Williams: Well, I hate to disappoint. So I'll transition into the light and airy part. It's been a pretty -- actually a pretty quiet -- it's been quiet on the front this month, this past month, as summer faculty are wrapping up their summer courses and we are all anticipating the start of the fall semester. The summer semester actually marked the complete transition to our new Learning Management System, away from Angel into D2L, and I have a note to recognize Vince Miller and Ed Levitt and the Ed Tech staff, who were very, very
helpful in making that transition smooth. They helped navigate -- faculty navigate some of the differences and the very nuanced aspects of D2L compared to what we all had been experiencing with Angel, and certainly through numerous training opportunities and their own personal time, the members of the Ed Tech staff were certainly very helpful to faculty to make the -- this the best possible experience for our online students.

As you already gathered, I suppose, a featured topic of discussion at all of our board committees and among as many faculty as we've encountered on campus this summer was the strategic plan implementation process, and I've affectionately referred to this as S.P.I., S-P-I, which is the acronym for us to remember we need to keep priority the Faculty Association is to staff, identify essentially faculty to serve on the 13 distinct projects that have been identified. And interestingly enough, there's a lot of communications already underway and I'm actually in discussion with faculty about trying to find the best possible representatives to serve on this task force, because they are very targeted and we want to give everyone the opportunity to step up and participate and are looking forward as the fall semester gets underway of actually staffing those as requested, at least with the faculty presence.

Faculty Association leadership is also looking forward to welcoming the return of our students and our faculty colleagues who have been gone since May. The annual FA New Faculty Luncheon is also scheduled, so we're looking forward to welcoming new members of the faculty on August 8th at noon, and basically we'll have members of the Faculty Association, KNEA staff, and perhaps a trustee or two, if you're interested, to attend to welcome our new faculty into the fold. This is August 8th at noon, and we usually have this event in the In Focus Room in kind of down-under area in our cafeteria.

And I should close by saying I'm looking forward to transitioning to my sabbatical. I am leaving the FA in the able hands of Ron Palcic, which I would like Ron to please stand and wave to your fans.

(Laughter.)

Ron is eager to get started with the role of FA president, and so he will have the pleasure of addressing the board in August and throughout the fall semester. So try not to miss me too much. I will be back in January and probably there will be Deb sightings throughout the fall as I stay up to -- keep up with what's happening so that I can hit the ground running in the spring when I return. So if there are any questions, I'd be happy to answer them.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Trustee Cross?

>> Trustee Lee Cross: Yes, Mr. Vice Chair. Dr. Williams, thank you for your concern about the mill issue. It is of course our responsibility to monitor that issue and vote on it. I share your concern. I do think it is an interesting time. I do, however, have confidence that this board is working to do its best in a delicate dance with the state and related institutions to manage our budget. But I think you're wise to raise that issue and I just wanted to lend my voice to your comment.

>> Dr. Deborah Williams: Thank you.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Other questions or comments? Thank you for the faculty's participation in this project because both in coming to this and then the I. part of S.P.I., the implementation, will require everybody, but obviously the faculty are a large part of this campus and the tip of the spear with the students, so --

>> Dr. Deborah Williams: Absolutely.

>> Chair Greg Musil: -- your help there is appreciated. We will miss you on sabbatical. I'm very glad I gave Mr. Palcic back his book that I borrowed two years ago so that I don't owe him
anything. Actually, I still have a couple of your books. We will keep an eye on him in your absence.

>> Dr. Deborah Williams: Okay. Thank you very much. Have a good semester.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Thank you. We're ready for the Consent Agenda. The Consent Agenda is a time when we consider items of a routine nature that have been reviewed and recommended by staff and to take those all as one vote. Are there any items on the Consent Agenda that any trustee would like to be considered separately?

>> Trustee Jon Stewart: I would like to consider the grants separately.

>> Chair Greg Musil: All right. That would be item on Consent Agenda which is Roman numeral XII A3, Grants, Contracts and Awards, Pages 46-51, and we will remove that from the Consent Agenda. Any other item that anybody wants to consider separately? If not, is there a motion on the balance?

>> So moved.

>> Second.

>> Chair Greg Musil: It's been moved and seconded to approve the Consent Agenda except for item XII-A3. Any discussion? All in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)


>> Trustee Jon Stewart: I'm just curious, I'll ask Dr. Anderson. I notice we have a $273,000 grant from the U.S. State Department on replicating community college best practices in Pakistan. Can you tell us a little bit about that?

>> Dr. Andy Anderson: Probably the greater beneficiary monetarily in the State Department is probably Pakistan, frankly. They approached me last year. Pakistan is trying to develop a community college system. One of their directors in education actually received a doctorate in the United States studying community college education and they are trying to bring literacy to a population that has very little access to education. They are looking for best practices. Originally they had talked to two schools, ourselves and a college in Iowa. The college in Iowa decided to withdraw from that. I said we would continue to participate. We've been holding almost monthly meetings at 8:00 in the morning. 8:00 here in the morning is about 7:00 p.m. there, and so using one of our classrooms with live broadcast abilities, we have face-to-face conversations with the faculty and the directors of the IBA and International Baccalaureate -- or Business Administration Program in Pakistan. So their faculty have visited with our faculty, especially in developmental education in English, math, and writing. There are six or eight -- I think maybe a total of eight now faculty who will be visiting our campus in September. We obviously cannot travel to Pakistan, and I didn't want to send anyone there right now. But, anyway, there will be eight faculty from Pakistan coming to visit and the moneys from that grant are primarily going to sustain the travel to, you know, so they are able to come visit us and spend time here. There's a number of software programs that they're purchasing and that we're giving them advice on how to use based in our reading and math and writing support programs. So the greater benefit I think for us at this time is not so much on the monetary side. We are getting some support for that to help the, you know, to pay the faculty for the time that they've put into this project and the director's international head. Most of the equipment and so on that's being purchased will actually end up in Pakistan, but the U.S. State Department was very appreciative for the work that we've done with them in helping promote this.
At the beginning, about a year ago, actually, the former State Department director that held the portfolio for Pakistan and Afghanistan gave a presentation at the International Relations Council here in Kansas City and pointed out that almost nothing in American relationships with Pakistan has gone smoothly. They need us, we need them. It's the sixth largest, you know, population in the world. It's a part of the world with nuclear capabilities. The United States needs to be engaged with Pakistan. And my conviction was that by participating in these kinds of conversations, we create that person-to-person sort of benefit that gives us a chance to make some real progress in some small if humble ways. But it's been an honor, frankly, for Johnson County Community College to participate in those discussions, and I think there are some chances for some future conversations and I think -- but I think the real benefit is actually just helping make an improvement in the world where there needs to be a lot accomplished.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Joe.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: In about a month we're going to have representatives from League here and they're going to -- and we're going to have to stand in front of them and talk about some of the incredibly innovative things that we do, and I think the opportunity -- I want to commend Andy for being such an integral part of this whole project. For us to be able to stand up there and say we're involved in such a most interesting and fascinating part of the world and we're also taking a leadership role in that reflects very well upon our institution and the faculty and everybody who is involved in this. It's a great opportunity for everybody. So I think this is something that we can certainly do with pride.

>> Trustee Jon Stewart: Okay. It was just interesting. I didn't know anything about it, so.

>> Dr. Andy Anderson: It's exciting.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Trustee Sharp.

>> Trustee Stephanie Sharp: I have a follow-up. You pulled the grants part out. I was noticing in my review that I don't ever remember a list this long in the years that I've been here. Is this normal -- I don't remember that it's normal for the first part of a fiscal year? Or $1.9 million in grants in this list. Usually it's -- we get some really cool grants and there's four or five, six in each board packet. But dozens and millions of dollars. Can you give me some context?

>> Dr. Andy Anderson: Yeah, I mean we've -- this has been, you know, it's a direction the college has taken to actually seek grants. The Grant Department has really been looking for them, paying attention to them, and the faculty have stepped up when they've been called on. It's an opportunity and many of these -- I would say really all the grants, frankly, are great opportunities that bring faculty together to reflect on things that we can do in terms of innovation and opportunities. We've tried to do these in strategic ways, actually, where it's not just chasing money, but how do the grants really give us the chance to develop the programs that we're interested in. Darcy McGrath, who is the director of that program, and Sarah Bishop, who is working there, have just been outstanding in the leadership they've shown in trying to keep us informed of grants that are available to us and bringing us together to look at those when they provide us an opportunity.

>> Trustee Stephanie Sharp: Awesome. Kudos to you. That's just amazing. Thank you.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: And I have to point out that this reflects the fantastic work by those two, but sadly we've lost Sarah. I mean she was a huge addition to the staff, but she's going to go work for the University of Kansas. And so, you know, for us to acquire and to keep talent here is always a challenge because it ultimately all comes down to people. And so I just want to underscore that. So I'm sure we'll find a good replacement, but her departure, it sets you back,
and so we need to get back on top of that.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Any other questions? I would just say, I think one of the reasons we added grants to the Management Committee Working Agenda was because of the enhanced emphasis on it, the enhanced need for grant funds as state funds are reduced, and then a need to make sure we're doing it strategically, so I always look at the match. I love to see zero match and we just get the money, but most of them are matched, and to make sure those work in conjunction with our academic programs so that we're actually -- we're not just chasing the money, and I appreciate that comment.

>> Dr. Joe Sopcich: And I think by working with the Management Committee on this, then next year you won't be surprised when you see a grant such as this one, because it really is unique.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Is there a motion to approve the grants, contracts, and awards section of the Consent Agenda?

>> So moved.

>> Second.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Is there any discussion? All in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

>> Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Motion carries unanimously.

We're at the end of our formal agenda. We do have an Executive Session tonight. I would like to entertain a motion to go into Executive Session for the purpose of discussing personnel matters of non-elected personnel in order to protect the privacy interests of the individuals to be discussed in consultation with an attorney which would be deemed in the attorney-client privilege which would be deemed in the attorney-client relationship in order to protect the privilege and the board's communication with its attorney on legal matters. The session will last 20 minutes and no action will be taken. We would like to invite Joe Sopcich, Tanya Wilson, Judy Korb, Terry Schlicht, Barbara Larson, and Mark Ferguson to join this Executive Session. Is there such a motion?

>> So moved.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Is there a second?

>> Second.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Any discussion? All in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

>> Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Motion carries unanimously. Let's start -- do we need a short break? We'll start the Executive Session at 20 till 7:00 and conclude it no later than 7:00 p.m.

(Executive Session.)

>> Chair Greg Musil: We're back in open session as a Board of Trustees after an Executive Session that lasted 20 minutes. No action was taken. No votes were taken. There's no further business. So do I hear a motion to adjourn?

>> So moved.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Second?

>> Second.

>> Chair Greg Musil: Any discussion? There is no discussion on motion to adjourn. All in favor say aye.

(Ayes.)

>> Chair Greg Musil: Opposed? Motion carried.